













to   design   the   spare   capacity   of   optical   networks   providing   quick   restoration.
Representing the network as a 2­connected graph, a p­Cycle is a cycle composed of
one   preconfigured   spare   channel   on   each   span   (edge)   it   crosses.   Each   p­Cycle
provides one protection channel (unit  of demand) to each span it crosses and two
protection channels   to each span that   is  not  in the cycle but  its  ending nodes are
(straddling span). We deal here with the Spare Capacity Allocation (SCA) problem
which requires protecting all working demands against any span failure with p­Cycles
at  minimum cost.  We  propose   a   greedy  heuristic   that   builds   a   solution   for   this
problem   iteratively.  At   each   step,   a  Genetic  Algorithm   builds   a   cycle   trying   to
maximize the Actual Efficiency, which was defined in the literature for developing
other heuristics for this problem. To achieve this, we propose to decode cycles from
genes   representing   fundamental   cycles   of   a   basis   of   cycle   space.  We   give   two
alternatives for fitness evaluation to treat disjoint cycles or closed walks with repeated
nodes.   Several   computational   experiments  were   performed   and  promising   results
were obtained.
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